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The CMC Web Platform represents the concrete and 
important result of a great combined effort spent by 
all the CMC- partners. They worked hard to produce 
a very joint action capables -on one hand - to 
highlight the growing of new innovative itineraries 
able to propose tourism offers matching industrial, 
handcrafts, cultural and territorial attractiveness, 
but also -on the other hand- to give a concrete 
tool by which these innovative itineraries can be 
promoted. 
Infact, the CMC Web Platform aims to promoting 
alternative tourism itineraries allowing tourists 
to learn about local know how, traditional local 
production and identity of territories through story 
telling. Tourists will have the chance to better know 
the concerned territories not only by visiting the 
proposed destinations but also at home through the 
created ICT Platform. 
Five Countries are involved in the project: Italy, 
Hungary, Romania, Slovenia and Slovakia. And six 
are the platforms on line up to now:
• http://rimini.creativejourneys.eu/: the 

Province of Rimini’s platform will let you 
discover the culture, the places and the local 
produce of the land overlooking the Adriatic 
Sea such as to discorver a magnificent 
hinterland.

• http://veneto.creativejourneys.eu/: the 
Veneto Region platform will show you the 
finest culture, local products, and tourism 
destination of a region between Alps and the 
Adriatic Sea.

• http://maribor.creativejourneys.eu/: the 
Maribor platform will enter you in a web 
area dedicated to an incredible diversity of 
experiences, adventures and opportunities 
for recreation lovers of wine and cuisine, sport 
and recreation, culture, nature, tourism in rural 
areas and particularly eco-tourism, welfare, 
(spiritual) pilgrimages, as well as the Congress 
and business tourism, gaming and shopping.

• http://pecs.creativejourneys.eu/: the Pecs 
Region platform will introduce you to 
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Video-tutorials dedicated to CMC Web 
Platform’s operators are avaiable on line!
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discover culture, local products, and tourism 
of a hungarian region planning a personal and 
territorial Cultural Creative Industrial tour

• http://eastslovakia.creativejourneys.eu/: The 
Eastern Slovakia platform will let you find 
out the natural beauty, historical heritage 
and culture of the regions through personal 
meetings with creative products of their 
inhabitants.

• http://sibiu.creativejourneys.eu/:  The Sibiu 
Platform will show you  an innovative way to 
discover culture, local products, and tourism 
of a region between Carpatians and Cibin and 
Tarnava rivers.

The purpose of all the Tourist Friendly Multilingual 
ICT Platform is to exhaustively inform and attract 
tourists by giving them all necessary information to 
organise their trip with great detail and reliability, 
and make it a truly enriching experience from all 

points of view. Being a GIS platform, there are 
punctual features (points), such as hotspots, things 
not to miss, etc. which are context sensitive; points 
are connected by a system of thematic routes (lines) 
within the city and towards the hinterland. 
Obviously, the promotion of a new innovative way 
to promote local excellences and products through 
tourism by these ICT Platform is linked to a new idea 
of tourism and involves a new approach towards this 
new target: that is a strong partnership between 
private and public sector to define new horizons for 
regional (and european)  economic growth. A new 
economic strategy that puts tourists (more and more 
interested in experienced tourism and connection 
with local territories also in terms of shopping 
chances) at the centre of a process that is a great 
new challenge: the promotion of industrial tourism 
as a key action of the European strategy for economic 
growth. 

To make easier and quick the learning of the CMC 
Web Platform’s content management system (CMS), 
some usefull tutorials (dedicated to the regionale/
local CMC Platform’s operators) are avaiable on line.

The video-tutorials are three:
Tutorial 1 - the User Interface
The first video-tutorial is a brief but complete 
overview of the CMS interface.
Link to tutorial 1

Tutorial 2 - the Points of Interest
the tutorial focused on how to create the points 
of interest using CMS interface.
 Link to tutorial 2

Tutorial 3 - the Journeys
the third tutorial shows how to build up a 
suggested journey “connecting” the different 
point of interests 
Link to tutorial 3

http://www.creativejourneys.eu/temp/tutorial_01_ControlPanel_HD.mp4
http://www.creativejourneys.eu/temp/tutorial_02_PointOfInterest_HD.mp4
http://www.creativejourneys.eu/temp/tutorial_03_Journeys_HD.mp4
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the News of the Month

The local CMC Web Platforms at a glance....

The web platform presents creative industries 
of the two Eastern Slovakia counties. Currently 
9 subjects from Košice region and 9 from Prešov 
region have their own profiles. Within the 
platform are created 4 regional creative journeys, 
two for each county. The platform is not only a 
static web site, but a shared space, where each 
creative subject can present its work and also 
communicate with potential tourists via the 
Creative East Slovakia social network profiles. 
These profiles are connected to the front office of 
the platform. Each subject has its own external 
gallery at Pinterest, Flickr and Facebook under 
platforms profile. The platform has its own 
Youtube channel and its own Twitter account. Of 
course, every creative subject may administrate 
its own profile according to its current needs.
The Facebook page of the platform has currently 
about 85 followers, but it grows each week, since 

the members of the community are sharing their 
own at the fan page. The Facebook newsfeed 
is also integrated to the web platform, so the 
visitors of eastslovakia.creativejourneys.eu may 
see the latest news of the creative craftsmen of 
Eastern Slovakia, involved into the CMC project.
It may be said that the interactive platform is 
truly an opportunity for these creative subjects 
to maintain connected with potential visitors 
and target groups from all around the world. 
In order to maintain the sustainability of the CMC 
project outputs, the platform is localized to the 
Prešov Conty Tourism Organization webpage: 
http://www.severovychod.sk/body-zaujmu/
k/13-subjekty-kreativnej-ekonomiky and, at 
the same time there is a hyperlink to www.
eastslovakia.creativejourneys.eu. The same will 
be done in Košice region. 

Eastern Slovakia
CMC Web Platform

eastslovakia.creativejourneys.eu/

In the framework of the CMC project, as indicator 
an ICT web platform have been created with the 
aim of organizing virtual tours which allows to 
the visitors to find the points of interest in each 
participating region. 

This platform permits the user to add their own 
tour and after finishing the selection download 
the route of individual tours. 

The Hungarian partners, Chamber of Commerce 
and Industry of Pécs-Baranya and the Cultural 
Innovation Competence Centre Association 

Pécs-Baranya
CMC Web Platform

http://pecs.creativejourneys.eu/ 

Province of Rimini as part of the web platform 
of the CMC project, currently provides users with 
suggested itineraries eight (plus two others 
related to the study visit organized by some 
operators). 
These routes they want to be a guide to explore 
the hinterland, because the territory of the 
Province of Rimini has to offer not only the sea 
the beaches and the discos of the coast but also 
a hinterland made of small towns perhaps still 
little known but they deserve to be valued .

The proposed routes guide the visitor to discover 

places full of history, such as castles and 
fortresses of which we have several examples in 
our country but also much older as the rock pools 
of Valmarecchia, without forgetting the small 
productive excellence of the territory both in the 
craft and in the food and wine.

Are also proposed itineraries for those who love 
sports and outdoor activities.

Province of Rimini
CMC Web Platform

http://rimini.creativejourneys.eu/

involved external expert: the Wawona Internet 
Ltd. 

The expert filled the platform and uploaded the 
Southern Transdanubia tourist destinations. 

All these routes with more than 60 locations, 
sorted by categories, displayed on the webpage, 
making easier for the visitors navigating between 
the possible routes.



www.cmc-project.eu
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The Maribor development Agency has developed 
the contents of the CMC web platform “maribor.
creative journeys” in cooperation with several 
regional partners from the tourism sector. It 
represents an upgrade of the existing Maribor-
Pohorje destination webpage which is managed 
by the regional tourist board.
The contents have been selected based on 
the attractiveness for visitors and represent a 
combination of tourism and cultural offer of 
the destination. Beside the classical cultural 
offer and European Capital of Culture 2012 
experience a specific attention has been given to 

the traditional culinary offer and variety of vines 
coming from the picturesque wine-growing hills, 
combined with the eco-tourism.

To increase the attractiveness of the web 
platform several new products - packages have 
been developed in cooperation with of the 
Gastronomy section of the Maribor Chamber of 
Craft and Entrepreneurship, Maribor-Pohorje 
Tourism Board and local tourism industry. Quite
interesting was also the development of products 
which was based on the initiative of several 
restaurants and traditional craft units which 

Maribor
CMC Web Platform

maribor.creativejourneys.eu/

                         flash news

The CMC APP is available for free on the Google Play Market!

joined their ideas in new cooperation. 
Additionally to new products two new 
videos have been developed targeting the 
gastronomy culture and nature.

The first feedback information from end 
users have been very positive. 
The platform is to be further developed 
with new contents in the future as well as 
to attract additional agencies with their 
tourism & culture products.

To download
the new CMC APP
from the 
Google 
Play Market, 
enter the
key word 
“CMC discover” 
in the search field .

Get it now!

https://play.google.com/store

